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Problem
Lithium (Li) metal is an ideal anode material for rechargeable batteries
due to its extremely high theoretical specific capacity (3860 mA h g−1),
low density (0.59 g cm−3) and the lowest negative electrochemical
potential (−3.040 V vs. the standard hydrogen electrode). Unfortunately,
uncontrollable dendritic Li growth and limited Coulombic efficiency
during Li deposition/stripping inherent in these batteries have prevented
their practical applications over the past 40 years. With the emergence
of post-Li-ion batteries, safe and efficient operation of Li metal anodes
Fig. 2. Dry room in Sidrabe facilities.

has become an enabling technology which may determine the fate of
several promising candidates for the next generation energy storage
systems, including rechargeable Li–air batteries, Li–S batteries, and Li
metal batteries which utilize intercalation compounds as cathodes [1].

Both web coaters are equipped with the process drums, where
coating deposition heat is transfered through the gas gap [3]. The
effective web cooling allows deposition of thicker layer of material in the
same pass thus increasing production speed. During the preliminary
works we obtain actual information on process parameters for respective

Benefits of ultra-thin metal anode

production scale equippment.

Fig. 1. Comparison of energy density of three types of anodes used in production of
Li ion batteries [2].

Using of metalic anode allows decrese of total cell volume almost
twice. Conventional anodes are produced with rolling methods and anode
thickness is up to 40 microns. Physical vapour deposition (PVD) in
vacuum makes it possible to have anode thickness of several microns.
PVD method allows deposition of 1...20 microns thick Lithium layer in

Fig. 3. View of open chamber of Lithium evaporator.

one pass onto thin metallic foils or metallized polymer films. Since
Lithium is deposited in high vacuum

(1*10-5

Torr), it comes out in a

«pure» state: vacuum deposited Lithium has minimal oxide layers.
Lithium batteries hence benefit by high levels of purity.
Coating deposition conditions provide high Lithium surface activity,
what is inaccessible for traditional rolling.

Current equippment allows coating of 150 mm wide copper foil both
single and double sided. The length of coated film is 30-50 m. After the
planned modernization the maximum coated length will be 200 m. As
another modification longitudional masking option is designed and
scheduled to me made in 2015.

Additional benefit of PVD processing is low cost as less metal is
required.

Capabilities of PVD Lithium coating
equippment in Sidrabe laboratory
Sidrabe has research and development areas for Li coating investigation
and samples manufacturing under contracts with potential customers.
We have two Sidrabe made laboratory roll-to-roll Li coaters associated
with Dry room. Coated material is transferred into glove box where it is
packaged into sealed metal-polymeric bags filled with Argon.
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